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San Francisco Crusader

May 30, 1980

Editor:

I found your newspaper to be incredibly informative. Your article on the gay community was particularly enlightening and provided valuable insights into the current state of affairs. I appreciate the comprehensive coverage and the depth of analysis in your reporting.

Rob Rogers

---

San Francisco Crusader

May 30, 1980

Editor:

I just wanted to express my gratitude for your recent article on the gay community. It was well-researched and provided a much-needed perspective on the issues facing our community.

Susan Davis

---

San Francisco Crusader

May 30, 1980

Editor:

I enjoyed reading your article on the gay community. Your analysis was clear and concise, and it helped me gain a better understanding of the challenges faced by our community.

John Smith

---

San Francisco Crusader

May 30, 1980

Editor:

I was particularly impressed by your article on the gay community. Your reporting was thorough and your insights were valuable.

Jane Doe

---

San Francisco Crusader

May 30, 1980

Editor:

I just wanted to express my appreciation for your recent article on the gay community. Your reporting was insightful and provided a much-needed perspective.

Michael Johnson
VERNON JORDAN of the Urban League was hit by the assassins bullet. The ugly head of racism raises its head higher and higher in America to San Francisco, California and is in critical condition. A member of the Klu Klux Klan freedom and equality for all people of all races. President of the United States said nothing, and the United States detested the word of the disgruntled ex-member of a Marxist group and trampled all over the rights of the individuals in the commune. A small child was ignored as the police moved in screaming and dragged her down the steps and out into the streets, ignoring her pleas for her child. A typical fascist attack by the Deputy Chief of Police George Emal who has shown when he was head of the Vice/Morals Squad that human and civil rights didn't mean a damn to him or his "blue protectors.

INSANE MEN RAPE AND BEAT ELDERLY PEOPLE in a Western Addition Home and the SFPD is taking the lowest and silent crime ever committed in history of San Francisco. Good work by Inspector Mike Pears and the SFPD apparatus suspected in the case. WOW! A MALE MODEL IS ELECTED TO A COUNTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE: The Local 29 Party has elected Bill Tomsack to the Libertarian County Central Committee. Tomsack is only 26. The Local 29 movement, as well as the Berkeley Socialists, have already started the "male model" campaign for party leader. The vote was overwhelming for the "male model" with only 25 votes against. A straw poll of the members indicated that if the male model campaign had not been initiated, the vote would have been over 250 votes against the candidate. The results of the vote indicate that the Local 29 movement is making a strong move to re-orient the labor movement towards a more socially conscious posture. UNION DEATHS: Many workers in the electronics industry are at risk of death due to exposure to toxic chemicals. Workers should be trained in the safe handling of these chemicals and proper protective equipment should be provided. Wages are low, hours long and working conditions are poor. Workers should be represented by unions to negotiate better contracts.

JUDICIAL CRISIS: The courts are under attack from the right wing. Right wing activists have been trying to undermine the independence of the judiciary and to ensure that only their cronies have access to the bench. The right wing has been successful in many states in getting right wing judges appointed to the bench. The left wing must fight back and support the judges who are fighting against the right wing. The left wing must also support the judges who are fighting against the right wing.

WOW! A MALE MODEL IS ELECTED TO A COUNTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE: The Local 29 Party has elected Bill Tomsack to the Libertarian County Central Committee. Tomsack is only 26. The Local 29 movement, as well as the Berkeley Socialists, have already started the "male model" campaign for party leader. The vote was overwhelming for the "male model" with only 25 votes against. A straw poll of the members indicated that if the male model campaign had not been initiated, the vote would have been over 250 votes against the candidate. The results of the vote indicate that the Local 29 movement is making a strong move to re-orient the labor movement towards a more socially conscious posture. UNION DEATHS: Many workers in the electronics industry are at risk of death due to exposure to toxic chemicals. Workers should be trained in the safe handling of these chemicals and proper protective equipment should be provided. Wages are low, hours long and working conditions are poor. Workers should be represented by unions to negotiate better contracts.

JUDICIAL CRISIS: The courts are under attack from the right wing. Right wing activists have been trying to undermine the independence of the judiciary and to ensure that only their cronies have access to the bench. The right wing has been successful in many states in getting right wing judges appointed to the bench. The left wing must fight back and support the judges who are fighting against the right wing. The left wing must also support the judges who are fighting against the right wing.
JOYFUL EXPERIENCE THAT ONE CAN FEEL
 HAVE WE COME AT LAST TO DWELL?
 OR WHEN LIFE IS AN ETERNAL STORM,
 WHERE CAN LIGHT THE GARMANTS SHINE?

PRAISE OUR EYES SET ON VISUAL BEING
 WHERE IS THE SOUL THAT'S AWARE?
 OR WHEN STORM PATHS WE'LL STROLL?

HAVE WE FOUND THE SOUND CURRENT RINGING
 IN THE DEPTHS OF THE SOUL?
 AS IT CALLS: "LET IT RING, "AL LIF E IS ONE PERFECT WHOLE.
 THE MUSIC OF SPHERES, YET, IN DWELLING
 ITS VOICE A MIGHTY SONG:
 AN OLD FAMILY DISH BrillIANT GULLY;
 THE ETERNAL GLOWING.

AWAKENED! THE MIND MUST ENCHANT
 TO LAY IN LIGHT SCALES DIVINE,
 AS IN GLORY AND ONE ARISEN
 WITH LIGHT THE GARMANTS SHINE!

Worship Services

HOLY TRINITY
CHRIST CHURCH 11:00 a.m.
Holy Leisure and Worship Service
No Independence Day Survivor's Day Masses
Mass 10:00 a.m.
(On the Fourth) Black and Spanish MissaE
Mass 10:00 a.m.
Midweek Bible Study: Wednesday 7:30 p.m
Praise: Rev. Mike Scheckle
Telephone: (415) 457-4736

This space is free for any Christ Centered Church.
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the LIGHT of Understanding • religion

The poem at the right was done for me by my old friend the dear Reverend Ramona Carrillo. I
first met her back in 1966 and that was one thing that would never happen ever again. Rev. Ramona
come to my place now. And she does have a huge love of painting and writing. Over the years in our
Church newspaper, she has many poems much to the spiritual benefit and we have had the
enjoyment of all this. We have had the opportunity to have many such poems. You know, as we travel
along life's highway, we are blessed to be able to meet people such as Rev. Carrillo who draw us with such
a feeling warmth and that all is right. God sent to us many such a feeling warmth and that
and the world.

Not having to worry about the radicals, poverty, riots, murders, etc. The world is a beautiful
good and evil people out there
ugly things too. But this is all a
good and bad that goes with it.

The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall
in green pastures....you know the
If you don't, it's about time for
Lord's Prayer...or do you?

days. In our Church newspaper
San Francisco, CA 94103
7th & Market Streets

CHRIST CENTERED CHURCH
An Independent Congregation
435 26th Street
San Francisco, CA 94133

OLD FOLKS SHOOT PUNK KID

TOWSON, MARYLAND - 68 year
young Roman Welzant has been ac­
charged of keeping a house of ill-repute
and pandering. The Campbell plea bargain was made,
he didn't have
court lawsuit.

Campbell reasoning, for he didn't have

campbell divested himself allege
in San Francisco for having land
Campbell is trying build a politi­
cal empire within the Democratic

campbell schemes....

OLDFOLKS
DEFENSE
LEAGUE
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TOWSON, MARYLAND - 68 year
young Roman Welzant has been ac­
charged of keeping a house of ill-repute
and pandering. The Campbell plea bargain was made,
he didn't have
court lawsuit.

Campbell reasoning, for he didn't have

THE ABOVE WOULD BECOME A REALITY IN OUR OWN STATE UNLESS WE DEFEAT ANTI-GUNNERS.

FOR MORE INFO, WRITE TO: GOC, 455 8th Avenue, Suite 1315, San Francisco, CA 94103

DEFEND YOUR RIGHT TO OWN WEAPONS NOW!

ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE THEM -2940-16th Street. Friday & Saturday at 8; Monday at 8; call 297-4188 for details.

ASPARAGUS VALLEY CULTURAL SOCIETY - Now in its second year, which makes for a fine evening of dining and theatre anywhere. Call 398-0800 for details.


CREATION - 496 Natoma Street. Thursday at 8:30 at the Chinese Cultural Center, 750 Kearny Street. Plays through June 29th. Call 863-7133 for info.

DIDGERIDOO - a musical by Jon Steven Segal. Presented by ACT through July 15. Call 552-4002 for ticket/time info.


GAMES OF FORTUNE - a play presented by Arlene and Carl Widbrook. Call 441-5407 for information.

GREAT NERLIN ON HELM - $2.50; 763-3034 for information.

HUGO'S - 496 Natoma Street. Thursday at 8:30 at the Chinese Cultural Center, 750 Kearny Street. Plays through June 29th. Call 863-7133 for info.


THE MIGRAINE PARTY - 1400 California Street, (415) 251-3032 "seek your own needs."

MARATHON BALLROOM - 2727 Polk Street. (415) 985-6150. "Open for 5 hours of good music to make Polk from a Hawaiian value.

NO WORRIES - 1431 Polk Street. (415) 885-4325. "Open 4 hours of good music to make Polk from a Hawaiian value.

ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE THEM - 2940-16th Street. Friday & Saturday at 8; Monday at 8; call 297-4188 for details.

THE MADAM IS ON THE BALL - 1250 Market Street, (415) 626-2854. "Saturday's the only night to dance with the Madam who is a dance."

THE MUSICAL MAN - 480 Bush Street. (415) 251-3032 "seek your own needs."

THE MUSICAL MAN - 480 Bush Street. (415) 251-3032 "seek your own needs."

THE NAKED JET - 1400 California Street. (415) 863-7133 "seek your own needs."

THE NUCLEAR LEAVES - 1400 California Street. (415) 863-7133 "seek your own needs."

THE SUBSTITUTE - 1400 California Street. (415) 863-7133 "seek your own needs."

THE WORST OF STOOGES - 480 Bush Street. (415) 251-3032 "seek your own needs."

THEADUX - 480 Bush Street. (415) 251-3032 "seek your own needs."

THEATRE LADIES - 1400 California Street. (415) 863-7133 "seek your own needs."

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE - 1400 California Street. (415) 863-7133 "seek your own needs."

FIND A PLACE TO EAT DINNER. THIS AD IN THE CONNECTIONS COSTS BUT $5 AN ISSUE. YOU ARE ENTITLED TO FOUR LINES (additional lines $1 extra)!

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE. YOU CAN ASK US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL WHICH WILL GIVE YOU TEN (10) ISSUES FOR ONLY $40.00! Call us at 885-1001.
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Liberty & Justice
For All! EXCEPT

VIOLENCE THREATENED AGAINST PARADE COMMITTEE OFFICIALS BY RADICAL LEFTIST HOMOSEXUALS. MARXISTS SEEK CONTROL OF PLATFORM AT RALLY AFTER PARADE

There seems to be a very real possibility of a riot at this year's Gay Freedom Day Parade due to gay memorials that threaten to take over the platform of the rally after the Parade. The Treasurer of the Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club, Joe Hay, is alleged to have made such threats in a public meeting of Gay Freedom Day (GFD) officials. He is known as a radical in certain circles in the ultra-liberal community.

At last weekend's special meeting with 15 to 20 members of the violence prone "Stonewall Coalition" (no relation to the Stonewall Democratic Club) some of the loudest mouths there, a Konstantin Berdanskii, who writes for the pro-communism publication called BAR, loudly proclaimed that, "And if I were a member of the Executive Committee (the Parade Committee) and there are no speakers at the rally, I would be afraid to identify myself for FEAR OF MY SAFETY!" Other loud mouths at the meeting who appear to have been a part of the name-calling, anti-freedom of speechers of the Stonewall Coalition were Greg Day of the gay rag from Houston called Upfront America who didn't want any of the networks to receive press passes (denial of freedom of press); Mr. Becker of the Permanents of Day; Lesbians wanted speakers to be heard in South Dakota like she was agin' him; Jim Curly wanted the radical and communistic speakers be allowed, he was in a pic for some fag dentist in the Castro recently; A colinw, a Kirk, and other radical members were present and screaming at the top of their voices. The screaming and shouting tied up the GFD officials, an Official of that group ! and their creation called GFD! "What the fag is going on?" Some wanted speakers to denounce the governments of the United States, Chile, the Phillipines, Haiti, San Francisco, etc. It was a bizzare scene but so typical of such radical elements. But the danger of VIOLENCE and a RIOT booms on the horizon. The radicals are "blackmailing" the GFD into speakers, just as they have done in New York City so far. Whether or not the GFD caves in to these radical demands, remains to be seen.

C.R.I.R.
Republicrats

Once again, the saga of the gay republicans! It is interesting to see how an organization founded to be a legitimate republican group has instead turned into a Communist-Marxist cell, which revolves around the gay life in the Toklas & Milk Democratic clubs to see if there is any common interest in the scheduling dates for their own affairs in city. The base Republican move is to have a fund raiser for Michael Raimo, who is not even a member of the Democracy Republicans and has to fend for himself in attendance as drawing cards. Both Republicans and Democrats claim to be on the right. At the same time, the Democratic Club President, Harry Britt, allows the group to hold a meeting and make their views heard. The same club hosts the president of a Democratic club, which supposedly represents everyone opposite the belief of Republicans, at one of its meetings with gentry's courtesans. One wonders if the Wadsworth fan club claim to continue to be an arm of the Republican County Central Committee or turn around and join the Anti-communist club, which has members shopping and platform jumping, one wonders if a vote of confidence held in secret would really cause an overthrow of the current Republican leadership.

JonSugar/Sound of Music

JON SUGAR TO MAKE WILD APPEARANCE AT "SOUND OF MUSIC! Jon Sugar, rock 'n roll queen and avant-garde libertine appears at the Sound of Music, 162 Turk Street, near Jones, June 18th, Wednesday. The show starts at 9 PM and the cost is but $2. Comedy, blues, uplifting rock & roll is Sugar's specialty. Don't miss this biggie one event.

JON SUGAR is looking for a keyboard/piano player playing into playing music sensation. If you are interested, call 397-6101 or 948-8229 (message numbers only), and leave your phone number and Jon will get back to you!
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Empress Tessie Presents

* 1st Annual

Tessie's Heart Awards

Tuesday 8:30
July 1st

all proceeds to
Senior Citizen Lunch

931 Larkin
...DUNCAN, the new owner of the ARENA, is too... 

...JOE TYNER is back at the MUSIC HALL... 

...MON. 6/16...Sharon - Jessica & ... 

...LE SALON INTRODUCES THE PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE... 

..."IT'S WHERE YOU'LL MEET YOUR FRIENDS!"... 

..."CRUISE Our Movie Arcade!"... 

..."SOUND of Music"... 

...LANDMARK SHOWROOM... 

...San Francisco Crusader... 

...THE MOCKINGBIRD... 

...THE MOCKINGBIRD... 

...New Phantom City is too far out at times, so much so that E now here is to seriously worry for that poor turkey feather kid... 

...WANE WAKENDA is back at the ARENA for the second time this year... 

...San Francisco Crusader...
is having a real
...no time for
The divine REV.
That's the world
■
P ia U R E  {  SHOW

I PERRY was an antique!!!

....Happy birthday to the
set for our 8th Anniversary issue just before the Gay
Day Parade which is the last Sunday of this month.
PERRY was an antique!!!

...Next issue of the
100 issues? yes, 100 issues! And to think that Bob
MILLCinema
I The Nob
tress Book. They were both with
The oldest advertisers we have are
REAL people! 100 issues!!!!!!!!!

Mark Freedman. Mark Joplin, Douglas Dean Goodman, Lee
Steve Ginsberg, Bill Beardemphl, Sasha Gregory, the late Dr.
...GEORGE BANDA has said that we not have him to pick at, for he is not going to
...A certain north of Market straight biz owner wants to open a "private club?'' No no!

.....The HOT HOUSE
....Went to the plays
...Don't forget that
.....Have you watched
...Borrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrring!!
The first one seemed
I Tom SOUSA of
.....JIMMY CARTER sez he is
880 delegates^ you
.....CHUCK DEMMON and the CouncU have
.....Davenport are about to get hit with
.....But something very
.....Don't say that
...Grief, what's next???!!!
...Pinball! Pool! Dancing! Warming & Elegant!
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GAY PRIDE WEEKEND PARTY
Host: Jim Miller

MEMBERSHIP $5.00

224 6th Street

In-and-Out Privileges